ABSTRACT. Let L be a linear, second order parabolic operator in divergence form and let Q be a bounded cylindrical domain in En . Supersolutions of Lu = 0 are defined and generalized to three equivalent forms.
Generalized super-solutions are shown to satisfy a minimum principle and form a lattice.
Consider the parabolic operators L of the form Lu = ut-{a¡,{x, t)u,¡ + dj(x, /)«},• -b¡{x, r)«7--c(x, t)u where summation occurs over the repeated indices /, /. The assumptions made on the coefficient functions can be found in reference [7] . The numbering of definitions, theorems, and references will continue sequentially from those in reference [7] .
In this paper super-solutions of Lu = 0 are introduced assuming weak differentiability properties; a minimum principle is proved for such functions. Then the class of super-solutions is generalized to functions which may not possess weak derivatives. Three definitions of such functions are given and they are shown to be equivalent. Then some properties of these functions are obtained.
III. Minimum principle. The classical minimum principle for superparabolic operators L on cylinders Q in En+i states that « £ C?(Q) O C(ß), Lu > 0 in Q, and u > 0 on 3pg = {OE x (0)} U {3Í2 x [0, T\} , the parabolic boundary of Q, imply that u > 0 on Q. The same result can be obtained for weak parabolic operators L provided the proper interpretation of these assumptions is made.
Definition 2. u = u(x, t) is called a super-solution of Lu = 0 in Q (u 6 SQ) ifuEL2 [0, T; H1 -2(ß)] and, for all v e C0(ß') with v > 0. 0 > i/n wV"É rf.ÍJW'Pl + W'«w + <W* (8)
Since fff = -|/^|2/4a -13, choose a = X(32M2n2)-1 and set 2?(*. t) = X-'Z^j -bj)2 + A(2M«)-2£¿? + c.
Thus, B G Lp,q(Q) for some (p, #) satisfying (*) and Xwf2P', 2a' where the norms are taken over £2 x (s, r). Then (8) becomes 0 >\$ae2Hw2\tsdx + ¿MIÄv-JI2^ + 0lle"vv-|l2>2
-(Bfillp^.ß^i -sf {lle"wll22><Ä + 4lle"Wjc ll22>2
Finally, by choosing ß -[2ar_1diam(í2)]2A:7^ ||fl||Ppflifl and a so that tfa9ILBllp(<?)2<min(l/4,X/16), the inequality becomes fne2Hw2\tdx < fa e2Hw2\sdx -^H^wJI2^ + ^wll2»-License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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The right side is independent of t in (s, s + a) and, hence, where the norms are taken over Í2 x (s, s + a). Set s = 0. Then w(x, 0) = 0 implies kHW\\2tao+ l^wxllli2=0 and, therefore, w = 0 a.e. in £2 x (0, a). By iteration it follows that w = 0 a.e. in Q.
Corollary. IfffQ [cv -djVtj\ dxdt<0 for all v E C¿(0 with v>0, then the solution u of Lu = 0 in Q,u = 1 on dpQ satisfies 0 < u(x, t) < 1 in Q.
Henceforth, assume c + {dj} * < 0 weakly in Q. Then the representing measure jU(J>f) obtained in Theorem 2 satisfies 0< a < fdß^xty < 1 in ß for some constant a. (iii) S'ß' = LQ n {«; u is LSMV}.
One of the purposes of this paper is to prove Sq C S'q = Sq = Sq. The other purpose is to point out properties of functions which are in S'q.
Since Sq C S'q, functions in S'q are called generalized super-solutions of parabolic equations. It is obvious that Sq C Sq. Before proving S'q = Sq = Sq, a minimum principle is obtained.
Theorem 4. IfuG S'q and if there is a z0 = (x0, t0) G Q such that 0 > u(z0) = infg u, then u(z) = u(z0) on £2 x (0, r0).
Proof. Since m G Sq, there is a rectangle P corresponding to z0 with PCg such that m G S'p. Hence, for any R C P with z0 G R, L(u; z0, R) < u(z0) < 0 and, therefore, inf3 R u < 0. It follows that L(u; z0, R) > inf u • L{\;z0,R)>inf u> u(z0). dpR dPR Thus, for any rectangle R with z0GR and R C P, u(z0) = ¿(u; z0, R). Set ß0 = {£2 x (0, r0)} U {(x0, f0)} and let M= {zGQ0; u(z) = W(z0)}. Clearly M =£0. Since u is lower semicontinuous, M is relatively closed. To see that M is relatively open, let y G M. Since y is LSMV on ß, there is a rectangle #,,, Ry C Ô, such that «0) > ¿(w;^, Ä) for every R, R CRy,andy GR. If it can be shown that Ry C M, then M will be relatively open in Q0 and, hence, Q0=M.
For contradiction assume there is a z G Ry -M and let R be a rectangle with yGR,zG bpR, mdRCRy.
Then, since yGM, u(y) = L(u;y, R) and, hence, Thus, L(u -«i»; y, R) = 0 and u = u(y) /^-almost everywhere on dpR.
Since z E dpR n (Ra -A/), u{z) > u(y) and, for any a with u(z) >a> u(y), the lower semicontinuity of u implies there is a neighborhood Uz a about z such that u > a in Uz a. Then 0 = L(u -u(y); z,R)> f (" -"0))dy.y >[a-u(y)]Hy(Uza).
Since «O) <a, (jLy has zero support on dpR n Uza = Oza, an open subset of 3 R. This will be shown to be impossible and, therefore, no such z can exist. Theorems. S'Q = SnQ = SQ.
Proof. It is obvious that S'Q C Sq. Let u £ Sq. To see that u E Sg, let W be a cylinder with W C ß. Let ü £ 0(W) with ¿o = 0 in W and u < « on 3plV. Set w = u -v. Then w is LSMV on W. If u<v somewhere on W, then there is a z0 E W such that w(z0) = inf^w < 0. Hence, by the minimum principle w = w(zQ) < 0 in W n (0, /0). This is impossible since w > 0 on 3pW. Hence w > 0 and « E Sq.
Next assume « £ SQ; it must be shown that u is SMV. Let R be a rectangle with R C ß. Since u is lower semicontinuous on /?, let {<¡>¡} C C(R) be such that fy t «. Let ty be the solution of the boundary value problem Lv = 0 in /?, u = 0;-on 3p/i Then, by [8] , vf E C(R) and, since ¿ty = 0 in R and ty = 0;. < « on dpR, u £ Sg impUes ty < « in Ä. Therefore, «(z) > ü;(z) = 1(0,; z, /?) in R. It follows from Jensen's inequality that OL{u; z, R)IL(V, z, R)) < L(C(u); z, Ä)/I(l; z, R).
Corollary.
// C(x) is a nondecreasing convex function with C(0) < 0 and if-uG S'Q, then -C(u) G S'Q.
It follows from Example A and this corollary that -u G S'q implies -\u\p GS'q provided p>\.
Before showing that a sum of functions in S'q is in S'q it is necessary to prove the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let u G S'q-IfECQis such that E n (r0) has positive ndimensional measure for some t0 G (0, T) and if u = + °° on E, then u = + on £2 x (r0, T).
Proof. Let Ra(x, t) be any standard rectangle in ß such that 3p7?a O E O (r0) has positive «-dimensional measure. Let z = (y, s) be any point in Ra. It follows from the representation of solutions given in [1, Theorem 9] that for a measurable set A C dpRa n (f -a2), vM) -/{lí^Kai^a^Cy. s; %> t-a2)d% where ya(y, s; £, t) is the Green's function for Lu = 0 in Ra(x, t). Then
Since ya is bounded below by a positive constant on each subset of {lij -x\ < a} x (/ -a2) for fixed (y, s) E Ra(x, t), it follows that this last integral equals
It follows from Lemma 1 that « E S'q implies u must satisfy exactly one of the following: (i) u = + °° on Q,
(ii) there is a r0 £ (0, T) such that u < + <*> on Í2 x (0, r0) and « = + « on Í2 x (f0, 7) (iii) m < °° on ß However, m £ S'q implies u £ Lg and (i) is impossible. Therefore, the following corollary can be stated.
Corollary.
Ifu £ S'g, there is a r0 £ (0, r] suc/i r/W « < °° on £2 x (0, t0) and u = + <*> on Q, x. (t0, T).
Theorem 7. Ifu, vE S'q ande > 0, then cu, u Av, and u + v E S'q.
Proof. It is obvious that eu E S'q. To see that u A v E S'q, the lower semicontinuity follows from {z; u A v(z) > a} = {z; w(z) > a} n {z; u(z) > a} and the super-mean-value property is trivial to show. Finally, to see that u + vE S'q, the corollary to Theorem 6 implies that u + vE Lq since u, v E Lq. Since the super-mean-value property is obvious, u + v E S'q. Theorem 8. u,-uE S'q imply u is a weak solution ofLu = 0 in Q.
Note. The strength of this theorem lies in the fact that no differentiability assumptions are explicitly made.
Proof. Since u £ C(ß), let R be a standard rectangle in ß and let v satisfy Lv = 0 in R, v = u on bpR. Proof. The inequality < follows from the lower semicontinuity of u. If u(z) = + °°, the proof is complete. Thus, assume w(z) < °°. Then
The desired result will follow if it can be shown that, for arbitrary e > 0, 1 -c < ¿(1; z, R) < 1 for sufficiently small rectangles R. However, this follows from ¿(1; z, R) < 1 and from the maximum principle in Proof. The existence of L(u; z, R) is obtained using the fact that u G LQ. Let w¡ G C(Q) with w¡ t u. Let v¡ satisfy Lv¡ = 0 in R, v¡ = w¡ on dpR.
Since Vf < u on d R, u G S'q implies v-< « on R. Hence, «(z) > vXz) = L(Wj\ z, R) on R. Since u < °° on R, the monotone convergence theorem implies that u(z) > L(u; z, R). This shows that L(u; z, R) exists and u(z) < u(z) onß.
Since u. G C(R) and Lv¡ = 0 in R, an argument in the proof of Theorem 1 can be repeated to show that v satisfies Lv = 0 in R. To see that v G Sq, let z0 G dpR. For any rectangle /?j with z0 G R1 and /?t C Q, it is clear that 
